
Smurfit Kappa, Europe's leading corrugated packaging company, has
reported its 2020 earnings results this morning, broadly coming in
ahead of its previous guidance. While the group's revenues did slip by
6% from €9.048b to €8.53b during what it said was the most
challenging year in recent memory, net profits were 10% higher to
€748m from 2019's €677m result.
Smurfit Kappa reported an EBITDA of €1.51b which was 9% lower than
the prior year but ahead of analysts' forecasts. Following the results,
the board is now set to propose a final dividend of 87.4 cent per share
for this year.
"Our product, paper-based packaging, is renewable, recyclable and
biodegradable and plays a fundamental part in addressing our
customers' sustainability challenges" said chief executive Tony Smurfit.
"In SKG, we produce our products in an ever more sustainable
manner and we have, again, reset our targets in this area. We believe
that all industries must do their part in contributing to a better world
and we remain committed to using the best available technology to
both help us reduce our impact on the planet and to help our
customers meet their ambitions" he added.
The shares are trading just above the €40 mark in Dublin this morning,
having seen over 5% gains so far this year and 24% gains during 2020.
With Smurfit's volume growth now benefiting from structural growth
drivers, the group's financial strength reinforced, and its dividend yield
of 2.7% at current levels, we reiterate our 'buy' rating on the stock and
plan to add to our positions after this latest release.
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Equities: This week has seen much lower volatility for the main equity indices, DAX and
EuroStoxx are broadly flat on Wednesday morning following their surge last week. The VIX in
the US has traded sideways this week so far, sitting at $21.75 this morning. Asian markets
slightly higher overnight. Globally, we have seen a relatively positive Q4 earnings season so
far. 
Currencies: FX markets are quiet on Wednesday, a slightly stronger Sterling the only move
to note this morning. The UK has far outperformed its European counterparts over the past
month in terms of successfully and efficiently rolling out Covid-19 vaccines, which in turn has
translated into GBP strength. EUR/USD pushed to its highest level in over a week yesterday,
above the 1.21 mark.
Safe-havens: Gold is roughly 0.25% higher today, back above $1,840 having dipped below
$1,800 briefly last week. We maintain our constructive medium-long term view on the
precious metal, tactically adding to our position each time gold has pulled back over recent
months. Government bond yields will likely remain very quiet this week following their slow
and steady grind higher over the past few months.
Looking ahead: After lunch today we are due to get monthly CPI inflation readings from
the US, Fed Chair Powell is also due to speak at 7pm this evening. Later today we expect to
see earnings results from Under Armour, Coca-Cola, and Uber, followed by the same
tomorrow from L'Óréal, PepsiCo, Disney, AstraZeneca, and many more names tomorrow.

Smurfit Kappa

Heineken
Dutch brewing corporation Heineken has today stated it will cut
roughly 8,000 jobs around the globe as uncertainty persists around
the speed of vaccination programmes in many regions and hospitality
sectors are kept shut. The world's second largest brewing company
reported a net loss of €204m for the 12-month period, representing a
109% fall in profits from the previous year, for obvious reasons. Sales
were 17% lower in 2020 to €23b.
The company last October announced that it would need to reduce
personnel costs by way of a restructuring programme, and has today
clarified that this will sadly involve roughly 8,000 individuals.
"The Covid-19 pandemic and governments' measures continue to
have a material impact on our markets and business" the firm said in
its earnings statement.
The shares are down over 2% in Amsterdam on Wednesday after the
release, 4.4% lower YTD 2021 after having lost almost 4% of their value
throughout last year. The group sells over 300 different brands at
present and employs 85,000 across 170 different nations.


